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Article 6

Trying to Forget Our P ast-W hy Do We Do It?
Alvena Bieri
Many of us Oklahomans have an odd, ambivalent
attitude toward studying our state’s history. Some of us

“American West is probably the most popular single
subject in history today, and all the fixtures of the

may feel like the man who refused to study genealogy.
He said he was afraid if he looked too closly into his own

American West.. .are basic in Oklahoma’s past.” But I’m

background that he would discover scoundrels, crazy
people, and horse thieves. Or, like many “well-educated”
people, we may look with slight disdain on the history of
this state because deep down we suspect it’s all about
dust storms, poverty, hardship, and eccentric governors.
But more likely, Oklahoma citizens, like many people
everywhere, just don’t think in historical terms.

friends and colleagues, not particularly of high school
students and the Oklahoma public.

H. Wayne and Anne Hodges Morgan write in
Oklahoma: A History (1981) that “Oklahomans do not
seem conscious of their history. Like most Americans,
they are oriented toward the future and appreciate
history only in the vivid anecdote or visible relic. They
seldom reflect on historic attitudes as shaping the
future.”
The Morgans’ observation is not new. Two earlier
writers of the 1920s and 30s, James S. Buchanan,
University of Oklahoma president and Edward Everett
Dale, professor of history at the same school write in
their text of 1924, A History o f Oklahoma that many
teachers and pupils in that time too did not find
Oklahoma history “an interesting subject.” They wisely
blamed poor, dull textbooks and poor, dull teaching.
And they set out in what they called their “little book” to
help overcome these deficiencies.
Arrell Gibson takes a slightly different view in
Oklahoma: A History o f Five Centuries. Gibson assumes
that laying out the myriad facts of Oklahoma history will
make it stand bravely on its own. He writes that the
24
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sure he was thinking mainly of his own circle of historian

Given what they’re up against—our negative and
ambiguous feelings about our history, and perhaps
history in general, historians of Oklahoma have bent
over backwards to make our past interesting—even
romantic. Whether this is actually possible is question
able. Homer Knight of the Oklahoma State University
History Department used to tell his graduate students
preparing to teach history that there is a distinction
between what he called “making history interesting” and,
on the other hand, “getting students interested in
history.” There’s a small, but significant difference there.
Trying to make things interesting or not, Buchanan
and Dale show a most optimistic view of Oklahoma’s

history from their perspective— 15 years or so after state
hood. Being closer to the 19th than the 21st century,
they were still bound to the upbeat, optimistic idea of
the unfolding progress of humanity. They write of I
Oklahomas past: Through the whole amazing story
runs the central thread—Progress. Everywhere and at
every time progress is to be noted, in the steady and
rapid rise of a vast region from savagery through pastoral
life and pioneer agriculture, up through all the states of
human society to towns and cities and all the complex
organizations of commercial and industrial life. With
such a theme and such material, can the history of
Oklahoma fail to be interesting?” In their final pages,

these writers are absolutely eloquent about how far the

history course. While that idea might be all right, even

state had come in such a short time since 1907. They

good in the hands of a skilled teacher, my suspicion is
that it s really a step backward.

go on about orchards with “rosy-cheeked apples,” new
red barns, beautiful little cities, paved roads and many
other artifacts of Progress.
Arrel Gibson, writing several generations later, keeps
up the tradition of complimentary references to our

Our past really is glorious in many ways. Reading
about it might get you, as it did me, in Professor
Knight’s words, “interested in history.”

Oklahoma settler ancestors. In fact, it would be hard to
find a general outline of our history which does NOT
contain at least a few adjectives like “vigorous,” “ambi
tious, and courageous as applied to our venerable
forbears. In his last chapter, Gibson worries about our
image problem, that old albatross still hanging around
our collective Oklahoma neck, that unfortunate relic of
the Great Depression and the Dust Bowl. But then he
slips into an almost chamber-of-commerce tone, laying
out all the cultural, artistic, and commercial successes of
Oklahoma.
The Morgans also express concern, not so much
about Oklahoma’s image, but about our future and the
realities of providing adequate support for education
and the arts. They are good at broad interpretations of
Oklahoma history, such as their belief that it is the land,
the physical land itself, which has defined our history.
In their thinking there’s also a sense that we may have
missed the boat somewhere.

They believe we have

suffered from lost opportunities as a state: “the road not
taken and the ideal not embraced,” as they put it.
The study of Oklahoma history in our public schools
is still required by the legislature. But here again there’s
a small ambiguity. The State Department of Education
reports that the law itself is a little unclear on the place
of Oklahoma history in the high school curriculum.
The traditional requirement has been one semester in
the ninth grade. But I was told that now it’s also
possible to incorporate Oklahoma history into another
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